Natacha

- Having grown up to be a conservationist in Paris.
- Loves animals and nature.

Fish River Canyon

- Home to a rich number of various big animals.

⚠️ Settlements and endless supply of hunters to the area are constantly spreading! Nowadays very few of the original game animals remain there…

I want to bring these animals back to their home!

1st Recommendation

Things that Natacha has done

- Repopulation of Fish River Canion
- Shot animals with tranquillizer gun
- Poureded over their head and put mask and ear wrap

I think…

- It might have a bad effect for them.
- To protect animals and promoting the repopulation is better.

2nd Recommendation

🌟 Every morning 🌟

I wake up that I’m going to do something exciting, that I am where I am happy to be, that I live a way of life that I have chosen.

I admire her way of life!

I want to live my own life like her 😊
Wild Weather
Jaqueline Martin

What do you think the way to use the weather?

People and various kinds of weather give effects to each other. In the future, Earth will get even warmer, and it will cause some problem…

Each weather type is explained in detail, and weather is familiar for us. These make it easy to understand and imagine weather!

People keep finding new ways to use weather.

Can we use the bad weather?

Some ways to use weather was found. Are more ways found?

*Please consider these questions!*
Snakes Alive
by Louise P. Carrol, Ayano TANAKA

How wonderful snakes' lives are!

Summary
This book is about snakes lives.

1st Recommendation
What are the differences between snakes and humans???

2nd Recommendation
The powerful, aggressive and attractive eating!

Conclusion
This book is about snakes lives.
You will be excited at snakes lives!
~Summary~

On the Earth more than 300,000 types.
In danger because of people’s behaviors.
Useful for animals and people.
On the Earth more than two billion years ago.

Save our plants for Earth’s future!

~recommendation~

1. We can learn many things about plants from this book!

2. We should think more about environmental issues through reading this book!

Why the leaves change their colors in fall? Which color animals and insects can see?
Summary

← We buy some medicine from a pharmacy to cure a cold.

→ There are medicines that help surgeons when they operate on their patients.

← X-ray machines look inside a person and take pictures of your body.

→ Scanning machines can take pictures of the soft parts inside a person’s body.

1st Recommendation

It is written not only about medicine, but also about early people’s life and so on.

2nd Recommendation

It is written about something deeply related to our lives. For example, what should we do to stay healthy, what are many drug companies and doctors making great efforts to make our bodies well and so on.

We find we also make efforts to stay healthy.

Conclusion

“Medicine Then and Now” attracts people’s interest. This book tells us something important to promote health and people’s efforts.
Dinosaurs – fascinating side of successful animals –

Author Tim Vicary

Name Keika Urabe

ID 1311

★ Magnificent history of dinosaurs ★

☐ 230 million years ago: first dinosaurs appeared
☐ 65 million years ago: oldest dinosaurs died

☐ 3.2 million years ago: oldest human ancestor died
  ➡ Dinosaurs had lived on Earth more than fifth times longer than humans!!

★ Recommendation 1 ★

-Dinosaurs interesting features -

❖ They had small head and small brain - 100 gram
❖ They could probably kill and eat human in two or three minutes
❖ Big sauropods had at least 100 teeth
❖ Earliest sauropods 18 meters long
  as big as “whale shark” - Japanese name is “Jinbei Zame”
❖ They have very strong biting power
  ex) Tyrannosaurus rex can break cars into small pieces

★ Recommendation 2 ★

Q -why dinosaurs disappeared suddenly?-

A -The main reason is ... METEOR.

➢ The meteor size is 10 and 15 km.
  ex) A 5-story condominium is about 15 meter.
    = 5-story condominium \times 3000
  ➡ It made a crater with an enormous BANG!
  ➪ The size was 160 kilometers across.

❖ meteor

~Everything about dinosaurs is extraordinary.
That is why dinosaurs have been attracting people
all over the world for many years. ~
Wonders of the Past
By Kathryn Harper

About wonders

Wonders are amazing and beautiful.
Wonders were made by nature and ancient people.
Wonders were built to pray, to enjoy, and save the king and princess.

We should preserve the wonders more carefully.

1st recommendation

We can learn about the past.
For example ancient people’s habits, thinking, and old climate.

If you like history, you should read this book.

2nd recommendation

We can begin to read without emotional resistance.
Since we already know some wonders which are introduced in this book.
For example we don’t know what “Chichen Itza” means, but we already know “Chichen Itza” as a mayan people’s pyramid because we learned it in the world history class.

This is Chichen Itza.
You must have seen it in the world history class, right?

Conclusion

This book is about wonders which were built in the past. They are so amazing!
We can learn the past.
We can begin to read without emotional resistance.

1408 Ayami Ozeki
[summary]

[1] What is a hurricane
[2] The damages by them
[3] How to prepare for a hurricane

< So we need to>
[1] shop for emergency
[2] fix our houses

[recommendation 1]

Thunderstorms around the eye of a hurricane can cause tornadoes. These can bring even stronger winds, which blow at up to 500 kilometres per hour.

⇒ makes it easy to imagine

[recommendation 2]

We can learn a lot of facts from this book
⇒ They are so interesting so you can enjoy reading it without getting bored

Measuring hurricanes
Weather experts grade hurricanes
⇒ next sentence is in this book...
CARS by Chris Oxlade
1516 Akari Shoda

<Main Topic>
Cars from the various points of view

<Summary>
really useful
but...
cause air-pollution
our planet gets warme

Should we quit using a car for some days?

<1st Recommendation>
This book will attract your interest not only in cars
but also in environmental problems.

<2nd Recommendation>
Not heavy→You can enjoy reading anywhere.anytime
Written in easy English→You will be through with “a piece of cake”!!
Summary

- **Sight** → It lets us see people and objects around us.
  - It helps to keep us safe, too.

- **Hearing** → We can hear what people are talking about and listen to our favorite song.

- **Taste** → It lets us enjoy the different tastes of our food.

Recommendation

1. **Learning about our body functions**
   - For example, do you know how to hear a sound?
     - Though it’s a little difficult,
     - this book explains with pictures.

2. **Becoming able to treasure our body**
   - We can know how our complicated body works.
   - Also we can understood that we should use our senses effectively, and treasure.

Conclusion

- We should know our body functions and treasure our senses and use them effectively!
This book is about **SPACE** ~**stars** and **planets**~

In **SPACE**, everythings is extraordinary

**Stars**
They are enormous balls of hydrogen & helium
Blue stars are hotter than Red ones

**Planets**
There are 8 planets going around the SUN

- **SUN**
- Mercury
- Venus
- Earth
- Mars

**The 1st four planets**
* Made of rock
* Quite small
* Move quickly

**The others**
* All much bigger
* Take longer to move
* Jupiter & Saturn → made of gas
* Uranus & Neptune → made of ice

**1st Recommendation**
There are many pictures → Easy to understand

This book is a little difficult for people who don’t know about SPACE a lot.

**2nd Recommendation**
We can learn a lot about **SPACE**

You can get more knowledge than you learned in junior high school science classes.

1629 Aiko Fujimori
Who is the Bird Girl?

This book is about a girl who knows about birds a lot.

came to new neighborhood → had no friend → started to watch birds → got many knowledge → wrote book for children

13 years old.†

1st recommendation
Know about how to learn things.

She learned about birds in her own way.

She got every knowledge by just watching many birds, not by reading textbooks.

Her curiosity made her this way, and it never ended.

2nd recommendation
Her passion is very impressive.

She has a certain hobby even though she is still young.

“Now, I observe more of the world than I did when I was young.”

For her, everything is another chance to learn something new.
The world is flooded with art!
• There are various kinds of art in our lives
• Artists have painted many things
• We can feel a lot of things through paintings
  → sound, light, movement, smell...

★ Artists have made a lot of efforts to show their world

1st Recommendation
★ We can know the world, lifestyle of each time

• early modern times in America
  → mountains, forests, rivers, oceans...
• the industrial revolution
  → machines and workers

2nd Recommendation
★ We can look at various kinds of art

• landscapes, still lifes, sculpture...
• modern art → have their own meanings

Conclusion and message
• This book makes us interested in art
• Let’s find art in our lives!
HELPING AROUND THE WORLD

Author Sarah Medina

Summary

Many people, animals and plants are seeking help around the world.

~At that time what should we do?~

- Know **the terrible situations** in the developing countries and bad environment on the Earth
- Learn how to help and **take action**

1st Recommendation

★ We can learn current world bad situations in detail
   For example,
   - Water or food shortage in many countries
   - Reasons for becoming refugees and so on…
   ➡ We will be aware of our blessed situations

2nd Recommendation

★ Enrichment of **photos** ⇒ Easy to imagine unfamiliar things
   What do you think of these photos?

[Images of a seal parent and child and people collecting water in India]

This book is suitable for learning about the world situations and how to HELP many precious lives!!